
One Click 2071 

Chapter 2071: Incense willingness to explode 

of course. 

This is mainly due to the exchange building he established and the spiritual transmission Internet. 

The Exchange House greatly eased the disputes over training resources. 

The Internet of Spiritual Transmission has strict supervision over the entire world. 

Whoever dares to commit an unforgivable crime will be recorded by the server of the Spirit Internet and 

then cleaned up! 

In the case of both soft and hard. 

Not afraid of the unstable world! 

Time passed slowly. 

Su Lang's avatars and Han Li and others continue to establish permanent world channels. 

After the larger world is fully connected. 

Under Su Lang's order, everyone began to establish a passage to the outside world. 

The same is to choose a world as a channel to penetrate the cultivation world and the boundless 

universe! 

Immediately from the channel formed in this world to the Tianhan Realm all the way through! 

The world that is already connected together immediately connects with the boundless universe. 

but. 

The volume of the world channel is still too small relative to each world. 

Even if the mental transmission Internet can be immersed in it through the channel, the "signal" is 

bound to be bad. 

therefore. 

The deity Su Lang went out in person. 

In the world that has already opened up the world channel, arrays are arranged one by one to connect 

them to the spiritual internet of the Heavenly Continent. 

In the process of arranging the formation. 

Su Lang ordered Ying Wa to transfer the spirit he had received to the Internet terminal and distribute it 

to countless monks. 

After seeing the spiritual internet world, these monks would immediately go to the exchange building 

and exchange all their belongings for Su Lang's treasure. 
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From then on, Su Lang was using the resources of the cultivation world with the highest efficiency. 

With the resources in all worlds of cultivation. 

The materials for Su Lang's formation method are also more abundant. 

In a blink of an eye. 

Nearly an hour passed. 

Thanks to the efforts of Su Lang's tens of thousands of clones and Han Li and others, all the worlds are 

connected, forming an extremely complex world channel network! 

Just when the monks were shocked and lost because of the great changes in the world. 

The spiritual transmission Internet arranged by Su Lang has also arrived! 

Numerous spiritual Internet terminals were obtained by the monks, and they opened the door to a new 

world! 

then. 

Countless monks have entered the virtual world made one-to-one with the Tianmen Continent. 

The first monks who entered, immediately heard the announcement that spread throughout the world 

——"Please note that all warriors, the new Great World Cultivation World has been merged into the 

Heavenly Continent, and countless monks have logged on to the Continent on the second day. Please 

bear in mind the principle of peaceful coexistence!" 

Suddenly! 

The entire Tianmen Continent is boiling! 

"Heaven, another whole new world has merged into the Tianmen Continent!" 

"Cultivation of the ten thousand realms, the way to return to the original and the true through 

cultivation? The ten thousand realms? Tens of thousands of worlds!?" 

"It's another cultivation civilization, it's probably not inferior to the Witch civilization, we have to learn 

again!" 

"Cultivation in Ten Thousand Realms is a place with many worlds. I want to travel and see countless 

exotic customs!" 

"Hahahaha, I am more interested in the sisters of the cultivating worlds. I will definitely be able to get 

out of the order after joining the Heavenly Continent in such a big world..." 

"The great Majesty Su Lang is too powerful. In just one day, he has conquered two powerful cultivation 

civilizations! I want to worship Majesty Su Lang first!" 

"Me too! I'm going to the exchange building to worship the incense statue of His Majesty Su Lang, the 

biggest, and find my monk friends by the way!" 



"..." 

Countless warriors like to shout, and a large number of warriors are very enthusiastic to find monks. 

The monks who logged in to the virtual Tianmen Continent were shocked and dull. 

Immediately after. 

They are just like the Wu Clan warriors, they have come into contact with countless novel things and 

have received countless benefits. 

then. 

The monks also gradually joined the ranks of worshipping Su Lang! 

As more and more monks entered the virtual Heavenly Misty Continent, everything about Su Lang 

spread throughout the entire world of cultivation. 

Some people immediately set up statues of Su Lang for worship. 

Su Lang's incense willingness immediately showed an explosive growth! 

Chapter 2072: Explore Tianmi continent again! 

In an instant. 

The Ethereal Universe has grown a lot, and the progress of condensing Zijin Gourd has also been 

accelerated! 

"Good!" 

"Next, the clones are idle again." 

"It's better to send out to house the life planets in the boundless universe!" 

Su Lang thought so, and then ordered the Baiying avatars to leave the Heavenly Misty Continent, go to 

the surrounding void, search for the star regions, and collect the life planets into the body. 

The clones all have the strength of the Siyan Primordial Realm. 

It's not too simple to accommodate natural life planets! 

at this time. 

A system prompt sounded. 

"Ding! "You Tan Bo Hua Tu" has reached the founding level!" 

The system sound just fell. 

Su Lang's soul suddenly appeared in countless exercises. 

These are all about the use of time rules in the ‘future’ stage. 
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Once the cast is launched, it can instantly increase the flow of time to an extremely terrifying level, 

allowing the enemy to be obliterated by time! 

"Wow~!" 

"Another Taichu exercise is finished!" 

"Calculating the time, it is indeed time to finish the training!" 

A bright smile appeared on Su Lang's face, "Next, let's practice passive exercises!" 

Soon. 

He began to choose exercises! 

Soon, a copy of the exercise technique "Infinite Thousand Worlds" was printed in Su Lang's eyes. 

Nothing is huge. 

It means that it can't be counted in tens of millions, but the number is extremely large! 

It can be seen that this is a very pure Daqian World Road Practice, which is exactly what Su Lang meant! 

"It's you!" 

"The system, start the nine hearts into one, and practice "Infinite Worlds"!" 

Su Lang put the exercises in place, watching the martial arts little people get busy, suddenly smiled. 

Immediately after. 

"Now my strength has improved a lot." 

"Tianmi Continent, it's time to explore it too!" 

"There are also the Heavenly Jade Continent and the Tianting Continent, and we must continue to 

explore, and I want to save the Tianting Continent as soon as possible!" 

"If the Tianting Continent can be brought under, or even merged into the Heavenly Continent, my 

combat power will definitely skyrocket!" 

Thoughts flashed in Su Lang's mind, and then sent out a few Hundred Shadow clones and a huge 

number of treasure hunting flying flying flying gliders. 

originally. 

Su Lang had already dispatched his clone to the Heavenly Ting Continent and the Heavenly Jade 

Continent. 

But because of transporting the Wu Clan Continent and the Cultivation World, the clones were taken 

back. 

at this time. 



The dispatched clone appeared directly on the way, and continued to travel to the Tianting Continent 

and the Tianxuan Continent. 

Simultaneously! 

Countless treasure hunting flying flying gliders appeared on the Tianmi continent instantly! 

"Squeak!" 

Each flying squirrel made a squeaking sound, and immediately started plundering again! 

Because the last time Su Lang opened up a large dispatchable area on the Tianmi Continent. 

at this time. 

He dispatched the flying squirrels to the edge of the area and continued to expand! 

Hoop! 

Countless treasure hunting flying gliders flew over a large number of "Buddha Sacred Lands" and robbed 

them all! 

"Damn!!" 

"These things are here again!" 

"This is Tianmi Continent, how did they appear!?" 

"No, my robes, my buddha clothes, my thousand saints, my shoes..." 

Allowing a large number of Buddhists, monks and Buddhists to scream in exclamation, can not stop even 

a treasure hunting flying flying flying glider! 

These monks who wore gold and silver and had big ears were looted and became naked. 

at this time! 

"Bold evildoer!" 

"You dare to show up, you don't even put me in your eyes!" 

An angry shout suddenly appeared, and then a very terrifying golden giant hand fell from the sky, 

pierced through the clouds, and pressed it hard with a palm! 

boom! ! 

This skill that fell from the sky instantly wiped out countless treasure hunting flying flying gliders. 

But those buddhists and monks did not suffer any harm. 

"I am Buddha!!" 

"Buddha bless!" 

"..." 



Countless buddhas and monks knelt down immediately, tears of gratitude. 

But they soon discovered that those weird little flying squirrels were dead, but the treasures they placed 

outside the universe of life could not return. 

at the same time. 

Tian Miao continent. 

Su Lang narrowed his eyes slightly, and an attribute panel appeared in front of him. 

Chapter 2073: The clone was found 

 [Name]: Po Suo 

[Race]: Golden Cicada 

[Qualification level]: Unparalleled (colorless jade body) 

[Realm level]: Jiuyan Taichu 

[Attack level]: Jiuyan Taichu 

[Defensive level]: Jiuyan Taichu 

[Shenfa level]: Jiuyan Taichu 

[Endurance level]: Jiuyan Taichu 

[Master the exercises]: Mingjing Wuchen (major), "Three Thousand Prosperity" (Taichu, 

Consummation), "Finger Moment" (Taichu, Dacheng), "Yue Wuhen" (Taichu, Dacheng), "One Flower and 

One Mustard Seed (Taichu, Consummation)...... Partially omitted 

"It turned out to be a Jiuyan Taichu!" 

"Psuo...should be the most important powerhouse of Buddhism in Tianmi Continent!" 

"Unexpectedly, Jiuyan Taichu was stationed at the edge of the Tianmi continent." 

"It seems that the last time I snatched some goldfly and killed Monk Kongchan and others, the Buddhism 

in Tianmi Continent was very angry!" 

"Hmph, anger is useless, I will kill you more powerful people, grab you more things!" 

"I want to see how many powerhouses in your Tianmi Continent Buddhism, and how long a battle line 

can be held!" 

The corner of Su Lang's mouth twitched, revealing a sneer, and immediately with a thought, he took 

back the remaining treasure hunt flying flying flying flying. 

Immediately after. 

He once again dispatched the treasure hunting flying flying gliders and several Baiying clones that had 

been transferred. 
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But this time it was not dispatched directly to Tianmi Continent, but to the void outside Tianmi 

Continent. 

Then make it move around, constantly bringing the void around the Tianmi continent into the 

dispatchable range. 

This is to stretch the front! 

When there are more and more dispatchable areas. 

With the super mobility that the clone can dispatch at will, Su Lang can turn the powerhouses of Tianmi 

Continent around! 

At this moment. 

One by one avatar flew around the edge of Tianmi continent. 

Everything you go has become dispatchable! 

The clones continued to move forward. 

Simultaneously. 

The four Jiuyan primordial masters of Tianmi Continent. 

Bai Lian, Po Suo, Bliss and Ruo Hai also communicate with each other. 

"Appeared again!" 

"Those weird little things appeared out of thin air, plundering wealth!" 

"The strong below the elementary level can't hurt them at all, but they are very cunning and only go to 

places where there is no elementary level!" 

The whispering faint voice rang in Bailian and others' ears. 

This is a supernatural power that belongs to their Buddhism alone, very powerful, even if it is half a day 

away from the Tianmi continent, they can talk directly. 

"Appear out of thin air, disappear out of thin air." 

Bai Lian frowned, "This characteristic is really troublesome, it's impossible to prevent it!" 

at this time. 

"Everyone!" 

"I found a weird primordial warrior here." 

"It also appeared out of thin air, disappeared out of thin air, in a short time, it has advanced hundreds of 

millions of light years!" 

"I'm following him now, he seems to be flying around the Tianmi continent, but he is far away, I don't 

know what the purpose is!" 



The voice of bliss came, and the expressions of Bai Lian and others suddenly changed. 

suddenly! 

"I found it too!" 

"It's a Three-Yan from the Primordial Beginning, but possesses the strength of the Four-Yan Primal 

Beginning Realm. This is a genius!!" 

"He is also constantly appearing and disappearing, moving forward around the Tianmi continent!" 

Ruohai's voice also came, making everyone's expressions changed again. 

among them. 

Bliss is the most horrified. 

"Junior Brother Ruohai, what are you talking about?" 

"The warrior of the Primordial Beginning that you discovered is the Primordial Beginning of the Third 

Evolution, who has the combat power of the Fourth Generation Realm?" 

"What I found here is also such a genius. Isn't that weird force that is a peerless genius per capita?" 

"And such a genius is sent out to do investigative work, instead of being well protected and nurtured to 

become stronger!?" 

Bliss said in shock, and the content of the words surprised Bai Lian and Po Suo who had not found Su 

Lang's clone. 

In the Sanyan realm, there are four battles in the realm. 

That is a real genius, comparable to the four of them back then! 

But such a genius figure came out and risked his life to move around Tianmi Continent? 

What is this for? 

"It doesn't matter so much." 

"Since they have appeared, it is impossible for us to let go of them!" 

Bai Lian said with a cold expression, "Catch it first, take it forcibly, and then uncover the strong behind 

them!" 

Chapter 2074: Time and space prison can't be locked 

"Yes!" 

"As long as you convert him to my Buddha, they will explain everything!" 

Whirling, Bliss and Ruohai nodded together. 

Immediately after. 
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They discovered Su Lang's avatar's Bliss and Ruohai at the same time running the endless majestic 

Buddha power, using the Buddhism gods to pass the sky! 

next moment. 

They appeared on the way forward of the two clones of Su Lang! 

Here. 

Su Lang is still sending two clones continuously. 

suddenly! 

In a certain void. 

Su Lang's one hundred shadow clone had just appeared, and it was instantly frozen by an extremely 

terrifying time rule! 

"Ok?" 

"This clone was discovered?" 

"This person is very strong to be able to intercept during the continuous dispatch of my clone!" 

Immediately after. 

A seductive woman with a slender figure, a water snake waist, an apricot buddha garment, and a 

colorful streamer appeared in front of Baiying avatar. 

Su Lang called up the person's attribute panel to take a look. 

Suddenly discovered that this person was called ‘Elysium’ and he was also a powerful Jiuyan Taichu with 

a super physique! 

"Another Jiuyan Prime Beginner!" 

"No wonder I can intercept my clone easily!" 

Su Lang raised his eyebrows, and immediately watched that Bliss reached out and grabbed his Baiying 

clone in his hand. 

Soon. 

A faint glass-like wave emerged from the eyes of Bliss, and directly fell into the eyes of Su Lang clone. 

"What is this going to do?" 

"Want to confuse my clone into a Buddha?" 

Seeing this scene, Su Lang suddenly sneered again and again, his clone was 100% loyal, even if he died, 

nothing would change. 

Bliss wants to take refuge in him, and is dreaming! 

really! 



Bliss grabbed Su Lang's clone and stared at it for most of the day, his expression increasingly ugly! 

"No response!?" 

"How is this possible? With my magical powers, no creatures below the Qiyan Primordial Realm can 

escape." 

"However, this Sanyan was not shaken at all in the beginning!!" 

"Unbelievable, unbelievable!" 

Bliss frowned, it was the first time that he used this magical power to fail! 

at the same time. 

Ruohai also grabbed Su Lang's Baiying clone, and chose to grab the clone alive and force him to take 

refuge. 

However, like Bliss, his supernatural powers couldn't shake Su Lang's clone for a bit. 

"It's weird!" 

"The will of these two geniuses at the beginning of the warrior is so tenacious that it is beyond common 

sense!" 

"Any method of bewitching can't make him take refuge, or even make him put down his vigilance, he 

can't do it if he relaxes a little bit!" 

"How did they do it, and how strong are the forces behind them!?" 

"..." 

The four Jiuyan primordial masters communicated with each other in a separate space, and the content 

revealed their disbelief and shock. 

and. 

Bliss and Ruohai, who grabbed Su Lang's clone, didn't know that the people they caught looked exactly 

the same. 

Otherwise, you will definitely be stunned! 

"This kind of abnormality, even we can't explain and decipher it." 

"Buddha Mi Ling is once again in a state of retreat, which is temporarily inconvenient to disturb." 

"It seems that these two weird geniuses from the beginning can only be temporarily imprisoned." 

"..." 

After a conversation, Bai Lian and the other four decided to imprison Su Lang. 

They used very powerful time rules and space avenues, casting them into a time-space cage where time 

is solidified and space is solidified, and Su Lang's clone is locked in it. 



"When the Buddha leaves the customs, you will be able to see through the reasons why they are 

miraculous!" 

As Bliss said so, he planned to take Su Lang clone and return to the place where he was stationed. 

Ruohai is the same! 

But at this moment! 

The accident that happened made both of them instantly dumbfounded 

——The genius warrior who was imprisoned by them with great magical powers disappeared out of thin 

air! ! 

"what's the situation!?" 

"How could it just disappear!" 

"Without time fluctuations, without spatial fluctuations, people just disappear!?" 

"This and this, even if they can appear and disappear out of thin air, they shouldn't be imprisoned by 

time and space. The Avenue of Time and Space is the first avenue of the universe!" 

Bliss and Ruohai pale in horror, even a little dazed and flustered. 

Chapter 2075: Bliss and Ruohai's show operation 

Obviously caught it, and locked it up. 

But people suddenly disappeared, and it was the first time they saw such a situation! 

Simultaneously. 

Bai Lian and Po Suo also immediately knew what had happened to Bliss and Ruohai, and they were 

equally dumbfounded and puzzled! 

at this time! 

"Appeared again!" 

"Damn, the weird primordial warrior that I caught has appeared again, and he even glanced at me!!" 

"Arrogant, really arrogant, even dared to appear, this time I will not let you run away again!" 

Bliss realized that the avatar of Su Lang who had been caught by him reappeared, and he was 

immediately embarrassed and anxious. 

Su Lang's Baiying clone instantly disappeared from the spot, and continued to advance, bringing the 

large starry sky into the dispatchable range. 

Immediately after. 

Bliss and Ruohai once again used the Buddhism magical powers to lock the position of Su Lang Baiying's 

clone, and figure out the forward path of Su Lang's clone. 
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then. 

Once again, they ran to Su Lang's avatar on the way forward to intercept. 

Moreover, Su Lang's clone was also successfully intercepted. 

at this time. 

Bliss is suspended in the void of the universe. 

Looking at the avatar of Su Lang in the detection range of his mental power, a trace of coldness flashed 

in his eyes. 

next moment. 

The avatar of Su Lang went through a space shuttle and appeared directly within the attack range of 

Bliss! 

"Give me gel!" 

With both hands pinching bliss, the magical powers of Buddhism time were unfolded, and Su Lang's 

clone was instantly solidified. 

Soon. 

He immediately grabbed Su Lang's Baiying clone and threw it into his life universe! 

Ruohai did that too! 

Yes. 

They wanted to use their life universe to imprison the clone of Su Lang in order to catch alive! 

And such a move instantly shocked Su Lang's body like an electric shock, staring at him, revealing an 

unbelievable expression. 

"Lying down!" 

"Even my clone was taken into the universe of life!!" 

"This, this, this sorrowful operation, isn't this doing things for me!?" 

"Hahaha, this is the first time I have encountered this!" 

Su Lang's eyes brightened, and immediately shared the vision of the two clones, seeing the life universe 

of Bliss and Ruohai in his eyes. 

then. 

These two life universes of the Jiuyan primordial primacy have also become places where Su Lang can 

dispatch clones and fly flying flying flying treasures! 

at this time. 

Bliss is here. 



After he threw Su Lang's Hundred Shadow clone into the universe of life, he paid full attention and did 

not relax for a moment. 

result. 

Su Lang's clone did not move. 

It seems that the possibility of escape has been lost! 

"Humph!" 

"Sure enough, there is no escape!" 

"If you enter my life universe and you can escape, unless you are stronger than me!!" 

Bliss thought so, and a smile appeared on his face. 

The other side. 

Wakami responded similarly. 

"No matter you are weird, you can't match the absolute strength!" 

Seeing that Su Lang's clone was completely imprisoned in his life universe. 

Ruohai was immediately overjoyed, thinking that he had found a way to crack the other party's strange 

supernatural powers. 

Immediately after. 

The two took Su Lang's clone and returned to the place where they were guarded before. 

Prepare to wait for the Mi Ling Buddha to take refuge after he leaves the customs. 

Then follow the vines, unearth the weird force, uproot it and destroy it! 

but! 

The two talents have just returned to their guarded ground. 

Su Lang started messing up 1 

"Hey!" 

"You brought this to the door yourself, I'm not welcome!" 

Su Lang licked his lips in excitement, and immediately moved his thoughts, sending the entire five 

thousand Hundred Shadow clones directly to the blissful universe of life, spreading across the entire 

planet of life! 

The life universe of bliss is big though. 

But no matter how big it is, there is a limit! 



With the mental power of Su Lang's clone, it can be enveloped instantly, and every corner can be seen 

clearly. 

at this time. 

As soon as the clones appeared, they spread all over the planet of life, and fell into the extremely 

prosperous cities full of Buddhism characteristics. 

These places are the most prosperous places carefully selected by Su Lang. 

and. 

There is no strong person in this universe of life. 

The monks who wanted to break through to the Primordial Beginning Realm were taken to the 

boundless universe to continue their practice. 

So although this life planet is extremely prosperous and rich. 

But the strongest is just a Yiyan Taichu monk who has just broken through, is still consolidating his 

realm, and has not been taken to the boundless universe to practice. 

at this time. 

This monk was naturally targeted by Su Lang! 

Chapter 2076: Search the universe of life in Jiuyan Taichu 

"what!?" 

"How can so many weird warriors suddenly appear in my life universe!" 

"These weird warriors all look the same! And all of them are in the Sanyan Primordial Stage, possessing 

the combat power of the Siyan Primordial Stage!!" 

"My God, are they the clones of some half-step eternal strong man!?" 

Bliss was stunned for an instant, and felt a deep sense of misfortune in his heart. 

But in the moment of his uncontrollable shock. 

Su Lang's avatars all started together. 

All the things that could be taken away were loaded into his life universe and passed to Su Lang's crystal 

wall world! 

That monk from the beginning of Yiyan was also directly killed by Su Lang's clone! 

Just for a moment. 

Large treasures have been dug away! 

Countless wealth was plundered by Su Lang! 

Countless Buddhist followers were captured by Su Lang! 
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The life planet that Bliss has developed for countless years has directly become riddled with defects. 

"Do not!!" 

"My life universe, my buddha son and buddha!!" 

Bliss's reaction was also extremely fast. As soon as the grief-stricken thoughts arose, the powerful force 

fell on the avatars of Su Lang! 

After all, it was on the home court of Bliss. 

And Bliss is the powerful Jiuyan Taichu strong. 

In an instant, all of Su Lang's clones were completely destroyed! 

but. 

Bliss found. 

After the avatars of these suspected big figures died, they turned into smoke and disappeared! 

The land, treasures and Buddhist followers he was robbed of have all disappeared. 

"How could this be!!" 

"How could they suddenly appear in my life universe!" 

"Could it be... it is precisely because I put the first unknown existence clone into the universe of life that 

the remaining clones will appear instantly!?" 

"Damn it, the 5,000 most prosperous places on the life planet that I worked so hard to develop are gone, 

at least it will take more than a billion years to restore it to its original state!" 

"..." 

In the heart of bliss, endless unbelievable, intense anger and suffocation rose. 

He dignified and dignified the power of the primordial primordial realm, and lived at ease for countless 

years, but at this time he stumbled, which is really a shame! 

The other side. 

Ruohai's life planet was also dispatched by Su Lang's 5,000 Hundred Shadow clones. 

Then he took advantage of the moment of shock and loss. 

The avatars of Su Lang took away a lot of land, countless treasures and population! 

If Hai came back to his senses, he also immediately killed all of Su Lang's clones, his mind was full of 

shock and fear. 

He didn't know what his life universe would look like if he killed these weird strong clones one step 

later! 

"Unbelievable!" 



"It's incredible, these weird warriors are actually clones of a strong one!!" 

"What kind of existence is it that can cultivate so many too elementary clones, I am afraid that it is not 

the half-step eternal power left from the era of the infinite war!?" 

"An existence at the same level as the Mi Ling Buddha!" 

"This existence feels that the end of the boundless universe is coming, so the dog jumps over the wall 

and is about to start resisting!?" 

"Hmph, it's a pity, Half-Step Eternity is not a true eternal powerhouse, let alone confronting His Majesty 

Yuan Mingzhou, even our Mi Ling Buddha can't pass this level!" 

"Today, you have robbed me of countless wealth and Buddhas and Buddhas. In the future, if I am like a 

sea, I will return it thousands of times and a hundred times!" 

"I want to convert your people to be my buddhas, and help me enter a half-step eternal state!" 

Ruo Hai thought this way, although the loss was too great and very sad, he also thought he had caused 

even greater losses to the unknown half-step eternal strong. 

Cultivate five thousand such powerful clones. 

Even if there is an incomparably defying secret method, it definitely needs endless resources! 

however. 

Ruohai never thought of it. 

Su Lang did not lose at all. 

When the clone is dead, it is condensed in one day, without any cost at all! 

But what he got was Bliss and Ruohai's huge wealth. 

The population alone is more than 10 trillion! 

and! 

Chapter 2077: One-click empowerment to refresh again 

"The biggest gain." 

"In fact, the life universe of Bliss and Ruohai are included in the dispatchable range!" 

"They thought everything would be fine by killing my clone." 

"Unexpectedly, I can send clones to their life universe at any time!" 

When Su Lang thought of this, a sneer appeared at the corner of his mouth. 

He is really making money this time by doing things! 

Soon. 
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He once again dispatched two of the remaining Baiying clones and continued to advance around the 

Tianmi Continent. 

Over there in Tianmi Continent. 

Bliss and Ruohai are more or less shocked. 

And they didn't expect Su Lang to have a clone. 

Therefore, he was negligent and did not find the clone that Su Lang dispatched again. 

After Su Lang's Baiying clone had advanced countless distances, he entered the guarded area of Bailian 

and Pusa before he was discovered again! 

And this time. 

Bai Lian and Po Suo already knew what happened to Bliss and Ruohai. 

So he didn't dare to shut Su Lang's clone into the universe of life, and could only kill him. 

"It's incredible!" 

"A strong man can have tens of thousands of primordial avatars!" 

"This must be some kind of secret method that is extremely against the sky, and it may even be the 

secret method of the eternal realm!" 

"No matter how defying the sky is, there are limits. I don't believe that the unknown strong man can 

have a clone!" 

"Yes, the next time he condenses this weird clone, it must be many years later." 

"Well, by then, maybe the boundless universe has been completely destroyed by then, and we will 

follow His Majesty Yuanmingzhou to return to the Yuanming universe." 

"Hmph, any struggle in the boundless universe is in vain!!" 

"..." 

The four Jiuyan Taichu was shocked, angry, and sneered... 

Su Lang's side. 

Also temporarily stopped doing things to Tianmi Continent. 

After all, his clones are almost dead. 

The avatar, Gemini avatar and the avatar who died for Su Lang before, the time difference of death is 

not long. 

After about twenty-four hours, it will all condense again. 

By the time! 

You can consider another wave of things! 



Of course, the clones that are still alive should also be used. 

Su Lang dispatched five Hundred Shadow clones to continue searching for the Heavenly Jade Continent 

and the Heavenly Ting Continent! 

The remaining Baiying clones were all dispatched to the surrounding star field, and continued to house 

life planets. 

Just then. 

"Ding! The number of one-key empowerments has been refreshed!" 

A system reminder sounded in Su Lang's mind! 

"Ok!?" 

"The number of one-key empowerments has been refreshed!!" 

Su Lang's eyes were happy, and he was able to create a large number of early powers! 

Soon. 

He immediately issued the order. 

Let Yan Hengxing, Jiang Wenzheng, Ying Wa, and Han Li choose suitable candidates from the Human 

Race, the Heavenly Mian Continent, the Wu Clan Continent, and the Realm of Comprehension! 

Simultaneously. 

Su Lang also specially designated a few early powers to help them make breakthroughs. 

Among them are those who are breaking through from the beginning, and Chu Xiaobei and other 

women. 

at this time. 

After Su Lang's order passed. 

Yan Hengxing, Jiang Wenzheng and the others understood Su Lang's meaning instantly! 

Let them choose the right quasi-prime, and the number is close to five hundred. It must be the same as 

yesterday, to create about five hundred strong-prime primaries! ! 

"Oh my God, His Majesty Su Lang is going to personally create a large number of early powers!" 

"Yesterday we only created five hundred Taichu, and today we are going to create so many Taichu. It 

really means bringing about five hundred Taichu every day!" 

"Tsk tusk, if this goes on, our quasi-primary powerhouse will soon not be enough for His Majesty Su Lang 

to'use'!" 

"..." 

The primaries of Human Race and Tianmen Continent thought so. 



"what!?" 

"His Majesty Su Lang, the stalwart Emperor Su Lang, wants us to select more than one hundred Quasi-

Taichu!?" 

"Could it be that His Majesty Su Lang, like the quasi-prime primor who promoted the Heavenly 

Continent, should bring more than a hundred primordial powers for our Wu Clan!?" 

"His Majesty Su Lang is here, and the Wu Clan will always follow your feet!!" 

"..." 

The Taichu people in the Wu Clan Continent had already heard Jiang Wenzheng and they showed off 

countless times the process of Su Lang's promotion of 500 Taichu in one go. 

How can they be unhappy now that they have a share too! ? 

Chapter 2078: Xuanyan Square reinitiates 

at the same time. 

The cultivators of the beginning of the world are a bit daunting. 

They plunged into Su Lang's command quickly and urgently. 

And also busy with this, opening up the world channel, dealing with all kinds of matters after the 

migration of the cultivation world. 

Therefore, many of the early days had not had time to know the great deeds of Su Lang promoting the 

five hundred early days. 

On the contrary, many cultivators below the primordial stage of the Ten Thousand Realms knew about 

it! 

at this time. 

Han Li and other early cultivators of the Cultivation World learned this news, and they were so surprised 

that they were speechless! 

"what!!" 

"His Majesty Su Lang actually promoted the terrifying deeds of the Five Hundred Taichu?" 

"Oh my God, what a tactic against the sky, His Majesty Su Lang is probably the best master in the 

world!" 

"Hahahaha, we have also obtained more than one hundred places in the cultivation world, which is 

great, we will have more than one hundred more primordial powers!" 

"Unexpectedly, we have been struggling to develop ourselves for so many years, and we have not given 

birth to many primordial powerhouses, but His Majesty Su Lang can turn hundreds of quasi-primary 

primaries into powerhouse! 

"..." 
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Han Li and the others were extremely happy, and hurriedly went to personally select more than one 

hundred quasi-primary monks. 

These selected quasi-primary cultivators were even more surprised and about to faint. 

This is even more terrifying than ordinary people being hit from the sky by a hundred billion prizes! 

"I'm going to be promoted to the Beginning Realm, is it really true? How can it be a little bit like a 

dream!?" 

"His Majesty Su Lang is here. I have been stuck in the quasi-primordial realm for 2.8 billion years. It can 

be considered a breakthrough. In the long run, I will be Su Lang's dog!" 

"As expected of His Majesty Su Lang, the great Boundless Emperor Zhou, he will help more than 100 

quasi-prime primaries to get promoted in one breath. I am kneeling!" 

"..." 

All sorts of surprise thoughts arose in the minds of the quasi-prime people, and then they were gathered 

together by Han Li and others, and gave them a good reminder. 

That is to let these people not overjoy, lose their attitude, and embarrass the cultivation world. 

It also urged everyone to be grateful and obedient to Su Lang, otherwise they would be the first one to 

let go of the twenty-something veteran! 

In addition to this, I also talked about some minor details, taking this promotion conference as the most 

grand event in the universe, and I am fully prepared! 

Soon. 

Zhong Zhun Tai Chu, led by Han Li and other veteran Tai Chu cultivators, arrived at a dojo in the Celestial 

Star Cluster through the spiritual transmission of the Internet. 

It was the Xuanyan Dao where Su Lang talked about refining alchemy and refining the three realms 

before. 

When Han Li and others arrived at the Xuanyan Dojo with more than a hundred quasi Taichu. 

Yan Hingxing and others, Jiang Wenzheng and Yingwa and others have arrived with people. 

In addition, the newly promoted early powers also came to watch the ceremony. 

I saw Han Li and other early monks. 

Yan Hingxing, Jiang Wenzheng, Ying Wa and others smiled and greeted him! 

Immediately after. 

The two sides got to know each other and talked happily. 

The warriors who were quasi-primary also met in advance, and the atmosphere was very harmonious. 

Time passed slowly. 



Not long. 

Su Lang's figure appeared out of thin air at the top of the Xuanyan Dojo. 

"See His Majesty Su Lang, Emperor of Infinite Universe!!" 

Everyone present, no matter what they were doing, instantly put aside the things in their hands and 

bowed down to Su Lang! 

People were extremely excited, and even their bodies were shaking. 

"Everyone, please!" 

"Everyone knows the purpose of calling everyone today." 

"Then I don't talk too much nonsense. Now that I read all the names, I will instill cultivation bases, time 

rules, and techniques for you!" 

Su Lang looked around at the crowd, and immediately called out the first person's name, "Miao 

Mingyuan!" 

"Subordinates are here!!" 

Miao Mingyuan replied in shock. 

He didn't expect to have him this time! 

The rest of the early powerhouses were also shocked. 

This time, it seems to be not only to help the quasi-prime primaries get promoted, but also to help the 

veteran primal primaries to be promoted! ! 

really! 

"Miao Mingyuan." 

"You are actually not far from the Qiyan Realm." 

"With the aid of those pills, other aspects can be solved, but the time rules are different." 

"I decided to instill in you the too elementary ‘past’ stage exercises, so that you can better understand 

the rules of time and break through as soon as possible!" 

Su Lang said indifferently, and looked at the rest of the early powers, "You others who are on the verge 

of breaking through, I will also help you!" 

Chapter 2079: Promote the old strong 

This statement came out. 

All the Xuanxian powerhouses were immediately ecstatic! 

"Yes!" 
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"Subordinates thank your Majesty Su Lang for the great kindness, and in this life, I will devote my life to 

the path of rejuvenating the boundless universe!" 

"Your Majesty Su Lang's great kindness, I'm only waiting for my life to return!" 

"..." 

Miao Mingyuan and other strong men from the beginning all knelt down and kowtow. 

Those quasi-beginners are even more ecstatic. 

Because they all discovered that this time being promoted by Su Lang was not the only time! 

After they are promoted to the beginning, when they are promoted to a higher level in the future, they 

can also get all kinds of help from Su Lang! 

"right now!" 

"Miao Mingyuan, come up." 

"Ji Xin, you are the next one, and...you are all waiting." 

Su Lang smiled faintly, then waved to Miao Mingyuan. 

Suddenly. 

Miao Mingyuan flew in front of Su Lang, kneeling respectfully, his head drooping slightly. 

Immediately after. 

Su Lang put his hand on his head, displayed the function of instilling exercises, and instilled a book of 

exercises from the ‘past’ stage. 

Suddenly. 

Miao Mingyuan found that there were a lot of time rules in the ‘past’ stage and the use of time rules in 

his mind. 

Through these profound meanings, he can understand the time rules of the past stage faster. 

In addition, he had already realized something in the Infinity. 

At this time, there is quite a feeling of success, as if it can break through at any time. 

"Your Majesty Su Lang!" 

"The subordinate feels that he is about to break through!!" 

Miao Mingyuan was trembling with surprise immediately after being instilled. 

"Then go down and make a breakthrough!" 

"I need your strength, try to shorten the breakthrough time." 

"Of course, everything must be on the premise of safety." 



Su Lang smiled slightly, then took out some too low-level pill to Miao Mingyuan. 

"Yes!" 

"Subordinates must break through as soon as possible!" 

Miao Mingyuan nodded his head seriously, and immediately returned to the old nest through the 

Internet to retreat. 

"Next, Ji Xin!" 

Su Lang looked at Ji Xin and nodded slightly. 

"Yes, Your Majesty!" 

Ji Xin came to Su Lang in a daze, and knelt down directly. 

He just joined Su Lang's command for more than a day. 

Unexpectedly, he could receive such a precious reward from Su Lang, which made him almost want to 

cry. 

At this time. 

Su Lang put his hand on his forehead and activated the indoctrination function. 

quickly. 

Ji Xin was also instilled in the exercises and received a pill given by Su Lang, which would soon break 

through. 

After giving thanks. 

Ji Xin immediately left the Xuanyan Dojo and went to retreat. 

The next step is to go back and forth. 

One by one, the early powerhouses knelt in front of Su Lang and accepted the exercises taught by Su 

Lang, with a total of 31 people! 

And among these powerhouses, four have broken through from six to seven! 

Presumably after they broke through, Su Lang's Boundless could increase some power. 

After instilling exercises in the old primaries. 

Su Lang's gaze fell on the quasi-prime primaries again. 

At this time, these quasi-primary powers all knelt on the ground, looking up at Su Lang. 

Their eyes are like ordinary people seeing a god, and their bright eyes are filled with endless admiration 

and admiration. 

"Next." 



"Quasi Taichu, Shi Yuxuan, get out!" 

Su Lang spoke slowly and called out one person's name. 

"Subordinates are here!" 

The quasi-primary powerhouse named Shi Yuxuan was so surprised that his voice was trembling, and he 

flew to Su Lang and knelt down in reverence. 

"Ready." 

Su Lang smiled and nodded, and immediately began to instill cultivation base, exercises and time rules 

into this person! 

Among the exercises, the choice is "Universal Normalization"! 

Presumably, with the founding-level "Universal Return to One Picture", this newly promoted early 

progress will be very scary, even comparable to a strong rebuild! 

After three instillations. 

Shi Yuxuan was instantly reborn, and he was promoted from the quasi-primordial beginning to the first-

yan primordial stage on the spot! 

Chapter 2080: As an assembly line to create the strong in the beginning 

"Boom boom!" 

Shi Yuxuan was so excited that he kowtowed his head wildly. 

"Stop." 

"Your power should be used to deal with the bald donkeys in Tianmi Continent!" 

"In the future, I will take you together to attack Emperor Yuanmingzhou and revive the boundless 

universe!" 

Su Lang patted Master Yuxuan on the shoulder, and a gentle force calmed his mood. 

"Yes!" 

"Your Majesty Su Lang!" 

Shi Yuxuan was still very excited, and then he worshipped Xie Sulang again and returned to his previous 

position. 

"Breakthrough!" 

"Congratulations, fellow Taoist Shi Yuxuan!" 

"Hahaha, Tongxi, Tongxi, with His Majesty Su Lang as our leader, it is really a blessing for us to cultivate 

forever!" 

"..." 
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At the beginning, the surrounding quasi Taichu congratulated Shi Yuxuan one after another, and Shi 

Yuxuan also responded excitedly. 

Next. 

Su Lang repeated the previous actions, instilling exercises, cultivation bases and time rules one by one. 

Creating a strong person at the beginning is like producing products on an assembly line for him... 

time flies. 

Su Lang's movements are very fast! 

The excited Quasi Taichu promoted under the palm of his hand and became the real Taichu 

powerhouse. 

Murong Xianxian is also one of them! 

In a blink of an eye. 

All the quasi-primary primaries have become strong in the primordial state. 

All aspects of them have undergone essential changes, and they can contribute more to the Infinity. 

At this moment. 

The powerhouses of the Primordial Realm present were close to a thousand! 

This number of early powerhouses existed only before the Infinite Space War. 

of course. 

At this time, the number of the primaries was quite large, but the cultivation base was not high enough, 

and they needed to continue to practice. 

"This is the end of today's promotion meeting!" 

"You should go to consolidate your realm, and those who are familiar with power and dealing with 

various things, go busy!" 

Su Lang was also very happy when he looked at the powerhouse who was close to a thousand in the 

beginning. 

One day is close to five hundred Taichu, and ten days and a half months is more than five thousand. 

Putting it on the Infinity is a great help. 

"Yes! Your Majesty Su Lang!" 

All the early powerhouses knelt down, as if the entire world was short in front of Su Lang. 

"Go!" 

Su Lang smiled slightly, and immediately disappeared from the place. 

Just got huge benefits from the life universe of Bliss and Wakakai. 



The warriors of the Wu Clan Continent and the Cultivation Realm also began to exchange treasures 

frantically, contributing immortal sources and materials. 

He has to digest it! 

In a blink of an eye. 

Su Lang appeared in an unmanned quiet room. 

"system!" 

"Give me all Xianyuan Diyuan deposits into the system balance!" 

Su Lang glanced at the Xianyuan Diyuan piled up like a mountain in the storage space, and gave 

instructions with some excitement. 

"Ding! The storage is complete, and the current balance is 21 Universe Origin!" 

"hiss!!" 

"This time I got eighteen universe origins!" 

"Unexpectedly there are so many!!" 

"But think about it, there should be so many!" 

"Benevolence and Ruohai are both from the beginning of the Jiuyan Taichu, invincible below half a step 

of eternity, and they have robbed me of wealth!" 

"Although I only robbed a small part of their wealth from their life universe, the total amount is very 

impressive." 

"In addition, when everyone from the Wu Clan mainland joined my subordinates, they went to the 

exchange building and exchanged fairy stones for treasures. At this time, the cultivation world is the 

same!" 

"The wealth of the Heavenly Misty Continent, the Wu Clan Continent, and the Realm of Comprehension 

are all gathered in my exchange building all the time!" 

"Finally, there is a treasure hunting flying flying fly, although I didn't grab much this time, but it was not 

without gain!" 

Su Lang thought silently, and an excited smile was drawn at the corner of his mouth. 

Immediately after. 

He looked at the system functions that he could upgrade. 

There are currently five system functions that can be upgraded! 

The one-key training function is level 49, and the promotion requires 100 universe origins, and the one-

key training function is the same. 

The clone dispatch function is level 48, and promotion also requires 100 universe origins. 



With the 47-level one-key treasure hunting function and the 8-level one-key enhancement function, you 

only need 10 universe origins for promotion. 

"It just so happens that I have the origin of the universe in my early twenties, great!" 

"System, upgrade me one-key enhanced function and one-key treasure hunting function!" 

Su Lang's eyes lit up and immediately issued system instructions. 

 


